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ABB DRIVES FOR WATER AND WASTEWATER

Intelligent Pump Control (IPC)
ACQ580-01

This manual explains how to connect ACQ580 drives to intelligent pump 
control system.
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Introduction

Multi-pump systems consist of several pumps, each connected to a separate drive. This arrangement
enables a high flexibility in load sharing, balancing the run time between the pumps and keeping each
pump running optimally. If the active pumps cannot meet the demand, then the system automatically
starts or stops pumps one by one. The used pump order can be set by the efficiency class of each pump
(e.g. Pumps with high efficiency are primarily used) or in order to balance the runtime (pumps which run
the least, start first). This saves energy and extends the pump longevity.

Multi-pump systems achieve high-level redundancy, if one pump fails or requires maintenance other
pumps can take over the operation.  Efficiency, continuous operation and easy maintenance are reasons
why multi-pump systems can be found in a variety of different applications such as the water and waste
water industry.

With the ACQ580, ABB provides a drive with a built-in intelligent multi-pump control (IPC) and several
other pump application software features including quick ramps and pump cleaning.

Intelligent multipump control (IPC)
ACQ580’s  IPC system you can set one drive as a master and up to seven follower drives. The master
drive controls the whole multi-pump-system and has the following tasks:

· activating and deactivating the follower drives
· regulating the systems speed with its internal PID loop control according an internal set-point
· processing the I/O signals (set-point and feedback signals)

In this example 3 drives with 3 pumps are connected to work in cooperation. The following example sim-
ulates how PID controls the system. A pressure sensor needs to be connected to the system and it will
send the information to the drive, which controls the operation of the master pump as well as the fol-
lower drives and pumps.

The drive can be used in Hand mode (local control) which gives ability to set the speed from the control
panel. Drive can be started and stopped with Hand and Off buttons on the control panel.

The drive can be used as well in Auto mode (remote control), in this example remote control is executed
with PID. PID uses external sensor to set reference speed for the pumps, signal comes to analog EXT2
(AI2 = Analog Input 2).

To start the system the following digital inputs are used as run permissive signals: DI1 Enable start of
the system (Start / Stop) and DI2 Run Permission (dry run sensor connection).

Note! IPC system requires that all the drives are programmed with same firmware (FW) version. Differ-
ent FW version causes IPC version error fault because internal checksum will have mismatch.

Note! When the start signal is given simultaneously to all the drives in the system, it will start all the
pumps for a short time to define master and followers and then continue operation with only required
amount of pumps.

Note! Following example is made for democase configuration. Please remember to check the real values
from the application.
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General Connection Diagram, IPC (Auto)

I2I = IPC communication link between drives
DI = Start/Stop signal and high/low level indication shared to all drives
AI2 = Process feedback shared to all drives
   

Wiring diagram

Note!
In case a current signal is used, employ a signal splitter to connect the sensor signal to all master drives.
Voltage signal can also be used for sensor feedback. This allows chaining the sensor signal. 
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Commissioning the drives

In this section basic settings will be configured, including: language selection, localization, motor values
and limits.

Before starting ensure that the drive is set to default parameters.
(Menuà Primary settingsà Reset to defaultsà Reset all to factory defaultsà Press Yes)

Navigate in menus with the arrows up/down/left/right.

Before you set up the IPC, it is necessary to adjust the system parameters like date, time, unit and the
motor nominal values for each of the drives connected to the system.

1. Language. Select the system languageà Press
OK

2. If this screen appears, select “Ignore backup, set-
up normally”à Press Next

3. Date & time. Set the current date and time.à
Press Next
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4. Display units. Adjust the units for power (kW/hp),
temperature (°C/°F) and the currency (€/$)à
Press Next

5. Naming the drive. Press the right arrow to get to
change the name. It is recommended to give each
drive an individual name like Pump 1, Pump 2 etc.
à Press Next

6. Motor nominal values. Adjust the motor nominal
values according the motor’s name plate. For this
specific example, democase motor name plate
values are used:

Type: Asynchronous motor
Current: 1.2 A
Voltage: 230 V
Frequency: 50.00 Hz
Speed: 1360 rpm
Power: 0.18 kW

7. Limits. Set the minimum and maximum
frequenciesà Press Next

8. Make backup?à Not nowà Press Next
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9. First start complete. The first start setup is
completed. Note that the start/stop signal comes
from DI1 by default.
à Press Done

10. Starting screen. Set the frequency with the arrow
up and press “Hand” to start the motor. Press
“Off” to stop the motor.

Note! Pump can be damaged if it is started
without liquid.

How to set up IPC in the first drive
After all basic drive and motor parameters are set for all three drives, the IPC setup can be done. The
ACQ580 offers a synchronization feature which automatically ensures that all the AI and PID settings are
equal. Most of the IPC settings are also synchronized between drives. This helps to avoid mistakes and
speeds up the commissioning process.

1. To activate the synchronization function, go to
Primary settingsà Multipump control.

2. Select the Intelligent pump control (IPC) for the
pumping mode.
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3. Select Settings for this pump and adjust the fol-
lowing settings.

Drive name: Keep the default name or give an indi-
vidual name.
Node number: This number must be unique for
each drive in the IPC-Network. (In this example, we
are using 1 for the first drive, 2 for the second
drive, 3 for the third drive)
Can be master:R  (Selected) In this example all
three drives can act as a master.

Redundant operation requires moving master.
In case this is not selected the drive can only oper-
ate as follower.

Prefer this pumpà Medium. The pumps can be
prioritized based on energy efficiency and process
demand: High – more energy efficient pumps, Me-
dium – less energy efficient pumps, Low – pumps
which do not run unless process demands

Similar pumps are recommended to be used in
booster applications.

4. Select Shared settingsà Synchronization set-
tings. Adjust the following settings:

“Do you want to allow synchronization of settings
with other drives?”à Yes.

Synchronization will save significant amount of
time for the total system configuration. It also en-
sures that values within selected parameter
groups are equal and copied according to last
changed parameter.
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“Select settings to copy between all drives”
à Select all:
R AI settings
R PID settings
R IPC shared settings
à Press Next

.

5. From Shared settings set the Total number of
pumps to 3.
Always run at least: 1 pump
Never run more than: 3 pumps.

This information is synchronized over the I2I link
between all drives.

6. Start/stop speeds
Next, it is necessary to define, when a pump
should be started or stopped by the system in or-
der to meet the demand, keeping the target pres-
sure.

Example values:

Start 2nd pump at: 48 Hz
Start 3rd pump at: 48 Hz

If the first pump can’t keep the pressure and ex-
ceeds 48 Hz, the second pump will be activated. If
the demand is still rising and both pumps exceed
48 Hz the third pump will be activated.

Stop 3rd pump at: 25 Hz
Stop 2nd pump at: 25 Hz

If the demand declines and the three activated
pumps fall under 25 Hz, the one pump (3rd) will be
deactivated. If the demand is still low and the re-
maining two pumps fall below 25 Hz, another
pump (2nd) will be deactivated.

These values must be defined according to the
system. In many applications the start and stop
speeds fall in narrow range eg. 40 – 45Hz.
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7. Transition smoothing
The spike time describes how long the output
frequency needs to be over, in this case, 48 Hz
until the IPC starts the next pump. The dip time
describes how long the frequency needs to stay
below 25 Hz until the IPC stops one pump. This
smooths the IPC behavior and avoids unnecessary
starts and stops of the pumps.

Set the following values:

Ignore demand spikes under: 2.00 s
Ignore demand dips under: 3.00 s

8. The autochange function ensures, that the run
time off all drives in the system is balanced.

The maximum wear imbalance specifies the maxi-
mum difference in the running time between two
drives in an IPC system. Set this value to 12 h.

The maximum stationary time makes sure the
pump get exercised frequently. This protects es-
pecially low prioritized pump from pump block-
ages and value can be set to e.g. 48 hours

Set this time to 0 h to disable the parameter.

The autochange only below value specifies the
maximum speed when pump change is allowed.
Set this value to 100 % to allow a pump change ac-
tion whenever it is needed.
Setting this value e.g. 90 % would prevent the au-
tochange in full speed but ensures uninterrupted
pumping when maximum flow/pressure is re-
quired.
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9. Adjust the following PID control settings (Menuà
Primary settingsà PID control):

PID controlà Secondary reference (EXT2)
PID assistant

R Use PID control
Activate PID control Always active
Start/stop/dir from  D1 Start/stop
Unit    bar
PID status   0 hex
Feedbackà

Actual value  0.00 bar
Source   AI2 scaled
AI2 scalingà

Range  4..20 mA
Scaled min  0.000 bar
Scaled max 6 bar

Filter time 0.000s
Setpointà

Actual value  0.00 bar
Source  Constant setpoint
Select constant setpoints Setpoint 1
Constant setpoint 1  4.00 bar
Constant setpoint 2 0.00 bar
Minimum   0.00 bar
Maximum   6.00 bar

Tuningà
Deviation actual value  0.00 bar
Gain   1.00
Integration time  15.0 s
Derivation time  0.000 s
Derivation filter time 0.0 s

Increase output Feedback < Setpoint
Selects whether deviation means "feed-
back minus setpoint" or "setpoint minus
feedback":
- Feedback < Setpoint: Drive increases mo-
tor speed when feedback signal is below
setpoint. Example: booster pump.
- Feedback > Setpoint: Drive increases mo-
tor speed when feedback signal is greater
than setpoint. Example: Cooling tower.

Outputà   0.00
Actual value  0.00
Minimum   0.00
Maximum 50.0 (Hz) or
100.0 (%)

Sleep function   Off
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Configurations for the rest of the drives
After commissioning the first drive in the system, the follower drives can be configured. The motor val-
ues and localization need to be done separately for all the drives, see “Commissioning the drives” chap-
ter.  These instructions will finalize the multipump configuration.

1. Select Primary settingsà Multipump controlà
IPC (Intelligent Pump Control)

Select Settings for this pump and adjust the fol-
lowing settings:

Node number: 2…8 (depending on number of
drives in the system)
Can be master:R (Selected)
Prefer this pump: Medium

Select Shared settings à Synchronization set-
tingsà Yes

Enable the synchronization of settings for:

R AI settings
R PID settings
R IPC shared settings

Now all the above parameter settings are copied
to this drive.
Note! PID unit is not copied through the synchroni-
zation and needs to be set for all drives.
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Optional functions
This chapter will give useful examples for configuring specific functions e.g. Limits, resetting pump op-
eration times, disabling control panel fault and configuring ramps and pump cleaning function.

Limits

It is possible to set the drive to start from a minimum
speed or to not exceed a maximum speed. By setting
a minimum frequency of 18 Hz can help to decrease
vibrations in pumps and motors.

Menuà Primary settingsà Limits:
Minimum frequency: 0.00 Hz (18.00 Hz)
Maximum frequency: 50.00 Hz
Maximum current: 3.24 A (The operation can be lim-
ited based on the maximum consumption current to
protect the motor or drive)

Note: The limits must be applied to each drive sepa-
rately, they are not part of the synchronized parame-
ters.

Note: The limits cannot be lower or higher than those
set in Start/Stop speeds.

Reset of operating times of pumps

In case of a pump replacement, the working times of
the pumps can be reset. This will be synchronized au-
tomatically in all drives.

Menuà Parametersà Complete listà 77 Multipump
maintenance and monitoringà 77.10 PFC runtime
changeà Edit
[2] Reset PFC1 run time
[3] Reset PFC2 run time
[4] Reset PFC3 run time
à Press Save

Note: If single pump’s running time is set to zero, the
default IPC configuration will aim to balance the oper-
ating times between all the pumps in the system and
thus prioritize the pump with least running hours.
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Control panel removal without a fault notification

When the drive is in auto mode you can always remove
the control panel without any fault notification. If you
want to remove the control panel when you are in Hand
or Off mode you can avoid a fault notification by adjust-
ing the following parameter.

Menuà Parametersà Complete listà 49 Panel port
communicationà 49.05 Communication loss actionà
Edità [0] No actionà Press Save

 This must be configured manually in all drives.

Ramps

ACQ580 can set three ramp sets for accelerating
and decelerating the speed of the motor. Two ramp
sets can be useful in situations where normal ramp
can’t be used and to ensure safe operation of the
submersible pump. The ramps help to control the
flow and avoid water hammer in the system. The
ramp settings can be adjusted only in Hand/Off
mode (local control).

The normal ramp

Menuà Primary settingsà Ramps

Acceleration time: 120.00 s (2 minutes)
Deceleration time: 60.00 s (1 minute)
Stop mode: Ramp
Ramp time target frequency: 50 Hz (editable)
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Backups

The parameters can be copied with the control panel
by following these instructions. The backups can be
used in other drives that have a same configurations.

Make backups in control panel

Menuà Backupsà Create backupà  Replace (data
will be loaded in the control panel named with the date
of the backup)

Maximum of three backups can be saved in control
panel memory and one of them will be autobackup.

An automatic backup is created two hours after the
last parameter change. After completing the backup,
the panel waits for 24 hours before checking if there
are additional parameter changes. If there are, it cre-
ates a new backup overwriting the previous one when
two hours have passed after the latest change.
You cannot adjust the delay time or disable the auto-
matic backup function.

Paste backups into another drive

Menuà Backupsà (select backups created)à Re-
store all parameters

Note: After making backups always check that the
nominal motor data is in correspondence with motor
plate data.
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